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Abstract: The theft of the electricity is the major concern of the transmission and distribution losses in the supply of the 

electricity worldwide. Here this system utilizes the techniques named GSM and RF modules because all the problems 

associated with the wired techniques. There are a lot of problems related with the wired techniques such as installation 
problem, complexity and cost also matters in the case of long haul. The main problem associated is about the rural areas 

where it’s really very much difficult to install the wired system to convey the information. The GSM module and RF 

modules provides an efficient way to convey this information to the authorized official. The other wireless techniques 
such as Bluetooth, infrared etc are having the limitations of range and also of the efficiency [2]. 
Keywords: Electrical power theft, Wireless technique. 

 
 

Introduction 
The theft of the electricity is the major concern of the transmission and distribution losses in the supply of 
the electricity worldwide. This problem is not related to Indian companies only; other country’s electricity 
companies also face this problem. Electricity companies losses money every year due to theft. There are 
two types of losses namely transmission loss and non-transmission loss, some research papers uses term 
technical loss and non-technical loss respectively. Transmission loss occurs while transmitting energy form 
generation side to consumer’s side. 

Non-Transmission losses occur due to wrong billing, false meter reading, electricity theft, etc. First two 
losses can be prevented by taking proper meter reading and calculating accurate bill for electricity consume, 
but electricity theft is hard to prevent since no one predict about which consumer is honest or dishonest. 
Still losses due to electricity theft can be reducing by detecting theft or fraud consumer and taking actions 
accordingly [1]. 

Mainly the electricity is being stolen via bypassing the poles therefore this system is utilizes to overcome 
this type of the theft of the electricity and is very beneficial for the authorized agency to control its revenue 
loss as all of us know that the cost of fuel is increasing day by day hence the intensity of stealing the 
electricity and using it as a substitute is also increasing therefore it is needed much to design a system that 
can detect the theft of the electricity. 
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Fig.1 Ration of Electricity losses 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Observations 

 To obtain detection of theft without any human interface. 

This method would provide a simple way to detect an electrical power theft without any human interface. 

 It will indicate exact zone and distribution line on which unauthorized tapping is done in real time. 

All master poles are numbered with its GSM module and its location is being recorded at the time of 
installation. And like master poles, all slave poles are numbered with its RF transmission module. 

 Determining transmission line faults. 

There is possibility to cut power transmission line accidently or it may occur short circuit accidently. So this 
method would take reading of current from different poles and send fault task message to the control room 
with particular location. 

 Maximizing revenue generation by the power utility companies. 

As the method help to avoid theft of electric power, the availability of this will help to reduce the losses of 
power, obviously power generation company will get its benefit. 
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System Diagram 

 

 
Fig.2 Conceptual Diagram of System 

 
Block Diagrams 

 

 
Fig.3 Slave Pole System 

 
Fig.4 Master Pole System 

 

Where, C.T.= Current Transduser Sensor & S/C = Signal Conditioning Ckt. 

The project takes an attempt to develop an iterative computation method for predicting the dynamics of 
theft intimation of Electrical power over SMS. 
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 This project deals about one of the efficient methods to intimate theft of Electrical power. The fundamental 
process in this method is obtaining theft intimation using current sensors, microcontroller for data 
processing and transmitting the data via GSM network to the central control unit and information analysis 
and to take appropriate decision [2]. 

This method has divided in to two parts. One part is called the “Slave system” and the other part is called the 
“Master system”. In the actual system there will be many slave systems in a particular area with its identity 
numbers (it may be consisting any words) but a single Master system that will control all the slaves (having 
its own identity number also). All the systems will be mounted on each of the electricity distribution pole. 
The master stem will be located at the central pole and slaves will be on the surrounding poles [3]. 

The purpose of the slave is to monitor the current flow on the transmission line for that particular pole the 
system uses the current sensors for this. It will measure the current flow on the transmission line in two 
parts, one is incoming current to the pole and the other is outgoing current from the pole. Both the currents 
values may be different as there may be an authorised electrical connection going to a consumer from that 
pole. Another task of the slave is to transmit those current values to the Master system over a wireless RF 
link. For this purpose the system is going to use 2.4 GHz RF trans-receiver modules [4]. 

The master system will also measure the incoming and outgoing current on the master pole. It will also 
collect the current values coming from all the slaves over the RF links. The master system will arrange all 
those current values in a sequence in which the actually current flows through each of the current sensors. 
The main task of the master is to find out difference between outgoing current of each pole and the 
incoming current consecutively next pole. Like this it will detect the leakage/theft of the power in the 
transmission line. A sim300 based GSM modem can be used to send the message to the area supervisor of 
that particular area using the SMS system. Another message can be sent to the higher authority to avoid 
corruption at lower levels also. 

But the question is where does the system place? 

As per as the system diagram is concern, this method is going to place the circuits only apart from 
substation of electricity power distribution [5]. 

Wireless communication links can be quickly built, engineering period significantly shortened, and it has 
better scalability compared to a wired system. If a fault occurs, simply checking wireless data module can 
quickly find it out and restore the system in normal operation. 

The ability of the proposed system to inform or send data digitally to a remote station using wireless radio 
link adds a large amount of possibilities to the way the power supply is controlled by the electricity board. 
The system design mainly concentrates on single phase electric distribution system, especially. The 
proposed system provides the solution for some of the main problems faced by the existing Indian grid 
system, such as power theft, and transmission line fault. The progress in technology about electrical 
distribution network is a non-stop process. New things and new technology are being invented. 

Wireless electricity theft detection system using ZIGBEE technology is present but this method preferred 
RF module since, ZIGBEE is the standards based technology that addresses the needs of most remote 
monitoring and control and sensory network applications. The 802.15.4 specification only covers the lower 
networking layers (MAC and PHY). It uses unlicensed 2.4 GHz ISM band which is available worldwide. 
ZIGBEE has range between 10 m to 2 km and it works well with networks such as Wi-Fi, Ethernet and 
GPRS and also provides scalable networking solution. 

It is having 3 types of device-  

I. ZIGBEE Coordinator device  

It is able to store information about the network, including acting as the repository for security keys.  

II. ZIGBEE Router device  

It is provided the path to the signal at the signal transmitting time  

III. ZIGBEE End device  

It can only send and receive information for its own use.  

Where RF (radio frequency) module is a small electronics device used to transmit and/or receive radio 
signals between two devices (Master and Slave poles) that is receiver is fixed in this method so not 
necessary to take all thus ZIGBEE devices which help to reduce cost as well as complexity of the circuit, 
and as the RF circuit is very small it help to improve system reliability. 
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RF modules have not requiring line-of-sight operation. They may use also frequencies available for 
unlicensed such as 315 MHz and 868 MHz with range in 10 meter to 2 km distance. So all this are the 
advantages of RF module over ZIGBEE module [6]. 

 

Features 

 

 Method will help to show break down of transmission line, due to an accident. 

 Method will not get affected by lightning problem in rainy season. 

 Also works with reverse current. 

 Stands stable with current fluctuations. 

 Not get affected with momentary accidents. 

 

Conclusion 

 
The successful development of the wireless automatic theft monitoring system described in this article is 
based on the high performance, extremely low power consumption, high level of integration, and low price 
of GSM technology. The technology has strong market competitiveness. GSM wireless theft monitoring 
system can use long-range wireless communication and computer network technologies to send SMS. This 
method is aimed at reducing the heavy power and revenue losses that occur due to power theft by the 
customers. By this design it can be concluded that power theft can be effectively curbed by detecting where 
the power theft occurs and informing the authorities.  

The proposed system found to be little bit complex for installation as far as distribution network is 
concerned, but it’s an automated system of theft detection. It saves time as well as help to maximize profit 
margin for utility company working in electrical distribution network. Utility company can keep a constant 
eye on its customer. 
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